
 

Poachers kill five elephants in Chad

April 11 2023

  
 

  

Chad has around 1,500 elephants living mainly in wildlife reserves, according to
conservationists -- 30 years ago, there were tens of thousands.

Poachers have killed at least five elephants in the Sahel state of Chad,
stoking fears for the country's surviving animals, an NGO said Tuesday.

The elephants were found slaughtered in the Beinamar area, about 400
kilometers (250 miles) south of the capital N'Djamena, Adam Ahmat
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Assane, secretary of SOS Elephants, told AFP.

The deputy head of the state administration for forestry, wildlife and
fishing, Hamid Mahamat Hissein Itno, confirmed that "elephants were
killed," but he had no word about numbers.

"Our forces are chasing the poachers who killed them," he said.

SOS Elephants said in a statement that the elephants had been attacked
by "armed men on horseback". Their heads had been cut off and their
tusks removed.

The organization said there were less than 1,500 documented elephants
left in Chad, compared to tens of thousands three decades ago.

Poaching has slowed over the past decade thanks to a crackdown
initiated in 2008 by former president Idriss Deby Itno, who died during
an operation against rebels in northern Chad in April 2021, it said.

The last cases of poaching in Chad dated to 2016 and 2017, when at least
20 elephants were killed in two southern provinces bordering Cameroon.

Most of the country's recorded elephants live in wildlife reserves but are
vulnerable to poaching when they leave the protected areas, SOS
Elephants said.

Fearing a resurgence, it urged Deby's successor, his son Mahamat Idriss
Deby Itno, to "show greater firmness" against the crime.
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